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The Development of Modus Ponens in Antiquity:'
From Aristotle to the 2nd Century AD
SUSANNE BOBZIEN

ABSTRACT

'Aristotelian logic', as it was taught from late antiquity until the 20th century,
commonly included a short presentationof the argumentforms modus (ponendo)
ponens, modus (tollendo) tollens, modus ponendo tollens, and modus tollendo
ponens. In late antiquity, argumentsof these forms were generally classified as
'hypotheticalsyllogisms'. However, Aristotle did not discuss such arguments,nor
did he call any arguments 'hypothetical syllogisms'. The Stoic indemonstrables
resemble the modus ponensltollens arguments. But the Stoics never called them
'hypothetical syllogisms'; nor did they describe them as ponendo ponens, etc.
The traditionof the four argumentforms and the classification of the arguments
as hypotheticalsyllogisms hence need some explaining. In this paper,I offer some
explanations by tracing the development of certain elements of Aristotle's logic
via the early Peripateticsto the logic of later antiquity. I consider the questions:
How did the four argument forms arise? Why were there four of them? Why
were argumentsof these forms called 'hypotheticalsyllogisms'? On what grounds
were they considered valid? I argue that such arguments were neither part of
Aristotle's dialectic, nor simply the result of an adoption of elements of Stoic
logic, but the outcome of a long, gradualdevelopmentthat begins with Aristotle's
logic as preserved in his Topics and Prior Analytics; and that, as a result, we
have a Peripatetic logic of hypothetical inferences which is a far cry both from
Stoic logic and from classical propositionallogic, but which sports a number of
interesting characteristics,some of which bear a cunning resemblance to some
20th century theories.

'Aristotelian logic', as it was taught from late antiquity onwards and as
it can be found in logic compendia up until the 20th century,2 commonly
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includeda shortpresentation
of theargumentformsmodus(ponendo)ponens,
modus(tollendo)tollens,modusponendotollens,andmodustollendoponens:
(Forbrevity,I shall call argumentsof these four types 'modusponens type
arguments'.)
Diagram 1
(1)

If A, B
But A
Therefore B

modus ponendo ponens

(2)

If A, B
But not B
Therefore not A

modus tollendo tollens

(3)

Either A or B*
But A
Therefore not B

modus ponendo tollens3

(4)

Either A or B*
But not A
Therefore B

modus tollendo ponens

*exclusive and exhaustive 'or'

In late antiquity,argumentsof the ponens and tollens forms were generally classified as 'hypotheticalsyllogisms' (aiXXoytagoi IoOEttuKoi, syllogismi hypothetici),and they were regardedas valid by virtue of these
forms. However,as far as we know, Aristotledid not discuss such arguments, nor did he call any arguments 'hypothetical syllogisms'.4

The

Stoics, on the other hand, distinguishedcertainkinds of argumentsthat
closely resemblemodusponens type argument.But they, too, did not call
these arguments'hypotheticalsyllogisms';5nor did they describethem as
I There are modifications of the two disjunctive forms
in later ancient texts, with
which however I am not concerned in this paper. The modificationscover disjunctions
that are not exclusive and exhaustive and disjunctions with more than two disjuncts.
I consider the later development of these types of argumentsin my 'Hypotheticalsyllogistic in Galen: propositionallogic off the rails?' (forthcoming).

I The common translation of
oUXoyiagib;

4

Vxo0?ax;

by 'hypothetical syllo-

gism' (e.g. A.J. Jenkinson's translationof the Prior Analytics, P. Slomkowski, Aristotle's Topics, Leiden 1997) is unfortunatein this respect. This will become clear in
the following.
I A fact that is frequentlydisregarded- although the ancients were aware of it (see
[Amm.] An.Pr. 68.4 and 14). For Stoic hypotheticalarguments see my 'The Stoics on
hypotheses and hypothetical arguments', Phronesis 43, 1997, 299-312.
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ponendoponens (i.e. as argumentsthatposit somethingby positingsomething), etc. The traditionof the four argumentforms and the classification
of the correspondingargumentsas hypotheticalsyllogisms hence need
some explaining.
In this paper,I offer some explanationsby tracingthe developmentof
certainelementsof Aristotle'slogic fromAristotle,via the earlyPeripatetics,
to the logic of later antiquity.I considerthe questions:How exactly did
the four argumentforms arise?Why were there four of them?Why were
arguments of these forms called 'hypothetical syllogisms'? On what
groundswere they consideredvalid? I argue that such argumentswere
neitheralready part of Aristotle's dialectic,6nor simply the result of an
adoptionof elements of Stoic logic, but that they are the outcome of a
gradualdevelopmentthatbegins with Aristotle'slogic as preservedin his
Topics and Prior Analytics;and that, as a result, we have a Peripatetic
logic of hypotheticalinferenceswhich - despite appearances- is a far cry
both from Stoic logic and from classical propositionallogic, but which
sportsa numberof interestingcharacteristics,some of which bear a cunning resemblanceto some 20th centurytheories,and which may well have
somethingto offer to the historianof logic, ancient and modem.
1. Late Peripateticand Platonist sources: hypotheticalsyllogisms
Let me startwith the end-pointof the developmentI am going to reconstruct.Fromthe second centuryAD onwards,we encountera terminological distinctionbetweencategoricalsyllogismsandhypotheticalsyllogisms.7
Categoricalsyllogisms are those that consist - entirely - of categorical
propositionswhereashypotheticalsyllogismsare those thatcontainat least
one hypotheticalproposition.8Hypotheticalsyllogisms that contain both
categoricalandhypotheticalpropositionsare in one traditioncalled 'mixed
hypothetical',or simply'mixed',syllogisms;9Theyarecontrastedwith those
hypotheticalsyllogismswhich consist solely of hypotheticalpropositions.'0
As is suggested by Slomkowski 1997.
E.g. Galen Inst.log. 8.14 (Kalbfleisch), Alc. Didasc. 158-9 (Whittaker),Philop.
An.Pr. 243.11-246.14, [Amm.] An.Pr. 68.2341, Scholium in Amm. An.Pr. IX 22-XI
36, Boethius Hyp.syll. 1.2.3 (Obertello).
8 E.g. Boeth. Hyp.syll. 1.2.3.
9 E.g. Alc. Didasc. 158.23-7, [Amm.] An.Pr. 67.24-30. (Keynes 1924 still calls
them 'mixed hypothetical syllogisms'.)
6

10 These are called 'wholly hypothetical
XinO0e8tiKOiaukkoyOtago,

syllogisms'

(oit 6t' o'kou (or Si' 'iXoZv)

e.g. Alex. An.Pr. 326.20; 330.28-30; Philop. An.Pr. 243.11-
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Importantly,in our sources the distinction between categorical and
hypotheticalsyllogismsis generallypresentedas derivativeof a distinction
between categoricaland hypotheticalpropositions.Categoricalpropositions state that somethingis the case (or holds or belongs) or that something is not the case (or does not hold or not belong);examplesare 'some
stones are not white', 'Socrates is walking'. Their name is presumably
based on the fact that in them somethingis predicated(iccxTyopeiaat)of
I Hypotheticalpropositionsencompassat leastconditionalproposomething."
sitions (such as 'if it is day, it is light') and varioustypes of disjunctive
propositions(e.g. 'eitherit is day or it is night').Hypotheticalpropositions
were thoughtto have two or more categoricalpropositionsas their components(cf. Boeth.Hyp.syll. 1.3.5 206.44-5;Amm.Int. 3.31-4.2). They are
used to make assertions(GalenInst.log. 3.1) and have truth-values(Alex.
An.Pr. 1.19-20).But one shouldnotjump to the conclusionthatthey correspondto the complex propositionsof Stoic logic or of modem propositional logic, and a fortiori one should not assume that theirtruth-valueis
a functionof the truth-valuesof their componentpropositions.'2
Paradigm cases of categorical syllogisms (auXoytaio'ti

KaTWyoplKoi)

are those in the forms of Barbara,Celarent,etc. For instance,an argument in modus Barbara is:
Every a is P.

EveryJ is y.
Thereforeeverya is y.

a, J, andy are here terms,and such syllogismsare term-logicalarguments.
The paradigm cases of mixed hypothetical syllogisms are arguments of
the form ponendo ponens, for instance
If p, then q.
But p.

Thereforeq.
36). In late antiquity their paradigm case is of the kind 'If p, q; if q, r; therefore, if
p, r'. For a discussion of these syllogisms see J. Barnes, 'Terms and sentences:
Theophrastus on hypothetical syllogisms', Proceedings of the British Academy 69,
1983, 279-326 and my 'Wholly hypothetical syllogisms', Phronesis 45, 2000, 87-137.
Texts which do not mention wholly hypotheticalsyllogisms usually refer to the mixed
ones simply as hypothetical syllogisms.
" See Galen Inst.log. 2.1-2, Amm. Int. 3.9-11, Boeth. Int. 186 (Meiser). Cf.
AristotleAn.Pr. e.g. 25b38-9 'A is predicatedof all C' (TO A Katxanavx6o Toi r ca-tyopeoiaOat).Boethius thus rightly translates Karnlyoptco;by 'predicative', Hyp.syll.
1.1.4.
12 Thus affirmationand negation are treatedas on a par, and the negative particles
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p and q are here propositions,and such argumentsbelong to propositional
logic."3 Stoic syllogistic is based on arguments that look just like these."4

But at least from the second centuryAD onwardssuch argumentsare also
generally accepted as part of Peripatetic and Platonist logic.'5

For the following, two featuresof this later ancient syllogistic in particularshould be kept in mind:First, that in these sources of later antiquity the term 'hypothetical'in the expression 'hypotheticalproposition'
denotes a propertyof the propositionwhich it has in virtue of its form
and independentlyof its use or function in the argumentationalcontext.
(The same holds of the term 'categorical'in the expression 'categorical
proposition'.)Second, that the namingof certainsyllogisms as 'categorical' or 'hypotheticalsyllogisms' was thoughtto be derivativeof the fact
that they containcategoricalor hypotheticalpropositions.
This later ancient classificationof categoricaland hypotheticalsyllogisms may appearstraightforwardand well thoughtout. However there
are a couple of things that are odd with it.
* Just as to us today the word 'hypothetical'suggests an element of conditionality or of supposition, so did the word bno0e?tick to the speak-

ers of Greek in antiquity.So why were propositionsof the kind 'either
p or q' called 'hypothetical',and - by derivation- why were syllogisms
e.g. of the form tollendoponens called 'hypotheticalsyllogisms'?'6
* If one thinks that the characteristicof 'mixed' argumentsis given by
the premissthat is a complex proposition,e.g. 'if p, q', or 'eitherp or
are not connectives; the use of specific connectives for specific types of hypothetical
propositions is not necessary; term logic creeps in at unexpected places; and simple
conjunctions are not classified as hypothetical propositions.
'3 I use the expression 'propositional logic' in the very loose sense of a logic that
is concernedwith the relations between whole propositions.I also do not consider here
the question whether the name 'sentence logic' would be more apposite, but use the
tern 'proposition' simply to refer to the primarytruth-bearersof the theories.
1" The forms ponendo ponens, tollendo tollens, tollendo ponens, and ponendo tollens resemble the forms of the first, second, fourth and fifth of the Stoic indemonstrables, for which see Sext.Emp. PH II.157-9, M VIII.224-6, Diog.Laert. VII.80-1.
For the function of the indemonstrablesin Stoic syllogistic see my, 'Stoic Syllogistic'
OSAP 14, 1996, 133-92, in particularsection 1.
15 There were other types of syllogisms, such as Theophrastus'prosleptic syllogisms
(Galen Inst.log. 19.1-5, cf. Alex. An.Pr. 378.12-379.11) and Galen's relational syllogisms (Galen Inst.log. ch. 16), which I here disregard.
16 Modem propositionallogic tends to reserve the name 'hypothetical syllogism' for
certain argumentswith an 'if-then' functor (or with '-4') as main connector in their
complex premiss(es).
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q', (as the Stoics did), why shouldthey be calledponendoponens (arguments that posit by positing),ponendo tollens (argumentsthat rejectby
positing), etc., ratherthan conditionalargument,disjunctiveargument,
etc.? Moreover,do not for instance the arguments'if not p, q; not p;
thereforeq', 'not bothp and q; butp; thereforenot q"l7 and 'p and not
q; thereforenot q' also reject by positing?
These peculiarities,and some related ones, can be sorted out, once one
realizes that the hypotheticalsyllogisms are in fact not of Stoic provenance but have their origins in Aristotle's logic; and to Aristotle I turn
next.
2. Aristotle:syllogismsfrom a hypothesis
Aristotleclassifies and systematizesvalid term-logicalargumentsin Book
I of his Prior Analytics. But he does not call them 'categorical syllogisms'."8 He calls them 'syllogisms'; or 'probativesyllogisms' (6tIKUtKOi
AoytagIOi).'9

We find nothing about 'mixed' arguments in Aristotle's

extant writings. Aristotle has no term for hypotheticalpropositions.He
does not use the expression 'hypothetical' (inVO0etiK6O)at all. He neither

contrasts hypothetical propositions with categorical propositions, nor
hypotheticalsyllogisms with categoricalsyllogisms. He does not reflect
on the formal validity of argumentsof type modusponens.
However,both in the Topics and in the Prior AnalyticsAristotlementions and talks brieflyaboutargumentswhich he calls 'syllogisms from a
hypothesis'(auXXoytauoi 4 IUno0OesSo).20
The repeatedreferenceto such

17 The first two cases are in fact sometimes identified with modus ponendo tollens,
see my 'Hypothetical syllogistic in Galen: propositional logic off the rails?' (forthcoming).
18 Aristotle uses caaTlyoptco; as synonymous with Kcaa(paatwc6, in order to
denote - presumablysimple - affirmativepropositions. (So also noted by Alexander,
An.Pr. 256.12-14.) Similarly early Stoic logic (Diog.Laert. VII.70). The change of
meaning of Katyopti' xpoi,6aatqto 'simple proposition' generally (as opposed to
affirmative propositions only) is later. Our earliest evidence is Galen InstIog 2.1-2.
The terminological distinction between categorical and hypothetical propositionscan
only have been introducedafter this change of meaning.
19 Arist. An.Pr. 40b27, cf. 40b24-5, 29a31-2. Alexander identifies them with the categorical syllogisms (An.Pr. 262.32, 263.15) and states that Aristotle calls them syllogisms in the unqualifiedand propersense (An.Pr. 386.13-14 auUoytiaoIo; &i 'anXi
Kat
20

ictpitw

X1

t roi;

Ka"rioptcoVi).

An.Pr. 40b23-6, 41a38, 45bl5-20, 50al6-b4; Top. 108b7-19, 119b35-120aS.
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argumentswithoutfurtherexplanationallowsus to assumethatat Aristotle's
time, membersof the Peripatoswere generallyfamiliarwith such arguments. In the Prior AnalyticsAristotletwice contrastshis probativesyllogisms with the syllogisms from a hypothesis(An.Pr.40b23-5, 45bl3-16).
Among the syllogisms from a hypothesis, Aristotle marks out 'the
syllogisms that lead to the impossible' (oi si;xt
v8Wvatov'ayovte; ouxXoyttoO,2' or reductionesad impossibile, as a special case. These are
distinguishedfrom 'the other syllogismsfroma hypothesis'(o'i&Xkotcrx'
XoytiFoioit ino0?aew;, An.Pr.45b16).22Of these latterargumentsthere
were again several types, which Aristotlethoughtof as in need of classification,23althoughhe seems never to have got roundto classifying them.
Here is a brief descriptionof the reductionsto the impossible,and the
hypothesesthat occur in them.24A reductionto the impossible proves a
proposition,say q, by showing that the assumptionof its contradictory
leads to an impossibility.An example is
Diagram2
a reductioad impossibile
demonstrandum:q
probative syllogism: p
(term-logical)
not-q

contradictoryof the demonstrandum (hypothesis)

Therefore r
But r is impossible.
Hence not-q must be false (on the assumptionthat p is true)
Hence q is (proved to be) true.

21 An.Pr. 45a23-4 cf. An.Pr. 61al8ff; 62b29ff.
22 'Necessarily, every proof and every syllogism proves either that something holds
or that it does not hold, and this either universally or particularly,and furthermore
either probatively or from a hypothesis. The reduction to the impossible is one kind
of <syllogism> from a hypothesis.'.
23 An.Pr. 50a39-b2. Cf. An.Pr. 45bl5-20: 'In the other syllogisms from a hypothesis (such as those in accordance with a substitutionor a quality) the inquiry will be
concemed not with the terms of the original demonstrandum,but with those which
have been taken instead; still, the method of the investigation will be the same. We
must examine the syllogisms from a hypothesis and distinguish in how many ways
<they are possible>.'.
24 For more thorough discussions of Aristotle's reductions to the impossible see
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It is a moot point what the hypothesisis because of which these arguments count as syllogisms from a hypothesis.However,there can be no
doubt that Aristotle called the contradictoryof the demonstranduma
hypothesis(so e.g. eleven times in An.Pr. 63a9-63bl 1). Plainly, this type
of hypothesis in the reductions is a proposition. It has a truth-value,
namely falsehood.Usually, it would be a simple or 'categorical'proposition. For instance 'animalholds of every stone' could be such a hypothesis. It is called a 'hypothesis'because of its function as a suppositionin
a particularpiece of discourse.It is not asserted,i.e. posited as an assertion, but it is supposed, i.e. posited and agreed upon for the purposeof
argumentonly. Thus the hypothesisis not called a 'hypothesis'in virtue
of its linguisticor its logical form - as were the hypotheticalpropositions
in later antiquity(above, Section 1). This use of 'hypothesis'for suppositions is not uncommonin antiquity.25
In the reductionsto the impossible,the conclusionis not provedthrough
a syllogism, or syllogized, but is concludedfrom a hypothesis(or concluded or proved through the impossible, An.Pr. 5Oa29-32, 61a34-5,
62b38-40). It is concludedfrom a hypothesisbecause without hypothesizing the contradictoryof the demonstrandum,
one would neverget to the
(impossible)conclusion,hence never to the falsehoodof the contradictory
of the demonstrandum,hence never to the demonstrandum.Thus the
is concludedfrom a hypothesis,viz. by means of an act
demonstrandum
of supposing.

The argumentsthatare of special interestfor my purposeare Aristotle's
'other syllogisms from a hypothesis'. The main passages in which
Aristotletalks aboutthese come from the Prior Analyticsand the Topics.
In the contextof the possibilityof reducingargumentsto the threefigures,
Aristotlewrites:
Furthermore,we must not attempt to reduce the syllogisms from a hypothesis;
for it is not possible to reduce them from the assumptionsmade. For they26have
not been proved by a syllogism, but have all been agreed upon by compact: for
G. Striker, 'Aristoteles uber Syllogismen "aufgrundeiner Hypothese"', Hermes 107,
1979, 33-50; J. Lear, Aristotle and Logical Theory, Cambridge 1980, ch. 3.
25 Thus, it seems to be this idea of hypothesis qua supposition (of simple or nonsimple propositions) which featured in Chrysippus' hypothetical arguments ('iroOFTtKoitXyot) - with the difference that Chrysippusmade the context-dependent(suppositional) function of the proposition into a non-relationalproperty,thereby creating
an additional kind of complete sayables (XCc"'a acYioekXii).Cf. my 'The Stoics on
hypotheses and hypothetical arguments' (n. 5 above).
I 'They' refers to the syllogisms from an hypothesis. However, here, as elsewhere,
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example, if someone should hypothesize that, if there is not one single faculty of
contraries,then there is not one single science <of those contraries>either, and
should then argue that not every faculty is a faculty of contraries(e.g. <the faculty> of what is healthy and of what is ill <is not>; for then the same thing will
at the same time be healthy and ill). He has then shown by proof that not in all
cases of contraries is there a single faculty, but he has not proved that there is
not a single science of contraries <in those cases>, although it is necessary to
accept <this>; however not from a syllogism, but from a hypothesis. This latter
<statement>27cannot be reduced, but that there is not in all cases of contraries
a single faculty can. For this one was surely/perhapsa syllogism,28but the other
one was a hypothesis. (An.Pr. 50al6-28)

Andafterdealingwithreductionsto the impossiblein a similarway, Aristotle
adds:
. . . in the former <type of argument> an advance agreement must have been

made, if one is to accept that <the conclusion>, e.g. an agreement that if it has
been proved that there is a single faculty of opposites, then one will accept that
there is a single science of opposites. (An.Pr. 50a33-5)

And in book 1 of the Topics:
<The examination of likeness is useful> for syllogisms from a hypothesis, since
it is an accepted view that among similars, however things are with one, so they
are with the rest. Hence if regardingany of them we are well-equipped to argue
about them, we will make an advance agreementthat however things are in these
cases, so they are with the point at issue; and when we have proved the former,
we will also have proved from a hypothesis the point at issue. For we have
hypothesized that however things are in these cases, so they are with the point
at issue, and have then provided the proof. (Top. 108bl2-19)

And in book 3:
Furtherfrom a hypothesis: you should claim that if it holds of one or does not
hold of one, then it does so in the same way to all; for instance, if the soul of
human beings is immortal,so are the other souls, and if it is not, nor are the others. If then it is posited that it holds of something, it should be proved that it
does not hold of something; for it will follow because of the hypothesis that it
holds of nothing. And if it is posited that it does not hold of something, then it
should be proved that it does hold of something; for in this way it will follow
that it holds of all. (Top. 119b35-120a2)

Aristotle uses 'syllogism' in order to denote the conclusion of a syllogistic argument,
i.e. the conclusion qua being the result of a deduction or valid inference.
27 Reading toiro ratherthan toibTov.If one reads toirov, this would have to refer
to a syllogism from an hypothesis, again, intended as the conclusion of such an argument (see previous note).
28 It is unclear exactly what probative syllogism Aristotle has in mind.
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Following these passages, syllogisms from a hypothesis can be roughly
described as follows (cf. Diagrams 3 and 4):
Diagram3
one of the 'other syllogismsfrom a hypothesis'
q:

the original demonstrandum

p:

thatwhichis assumedinstead (o REaxxkapavo'gevov)

if p, q: the hypothesis

(@6'4 PXN)
(iic60E014)

the probative syllogism
(part of the syllogism
from a hypothesis.)

r
s

preliminary
agreement,
based on the
hypothesis

When p is proved, q must be accepted
(since if p, q)
Now p is proved.

p

Hence q must be accepted
Diagram 4
another of the 'other syllogisms from a hypothesis'
y holds of 1:
y holds of a:
Whatever holds of

C &pxi;)

the original demonstrandum
that which is assumed instead

(6o gvr(aXaav0gevov)

the hypothesis

()o60eaYt)

(T6

a, holds of 1:
the probative syllogism
(part of the syllogism
from a hypothesis)
r

s

y holds of a

preliminary

When 'y holds of a' is proved, 'y holds
of 1' must be accepted (since whatever
holds of a, holds of 1)
-+

agreement,
based on the
hypothesis

Now 'y holds of a' is proved.

Hence 'y holds of 1' must be accepted

One starts with a proposition that is to be proved, say q. q is such that
it cannot be proved directly by a term-logical syllogism.
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An.Pr.
One then makes an advance agreement (npo8togoXo-oyeioxat,
8ia&
5Oa36;Top. 108bl5, cf. llOa.37-110b4,
uvO"; &goXoyirg?vot,
An.Pr. 50a18-19) that if somethingelse, say p, has been proved (or is
accepted),q needs to be acceptedtoo.29I am unsureabout the precise
ontological status of this agreement.It could be something along the
lines of a contractthat is 'cashed in', as it were, once p is proved. It
would then have a pragmaticdimensionto it. In any case, the agreement seems to differfrom a conditionalstatementor sentencein that it
has no truth-value.30
This agreementcontains, consists of, or is based on, the hypothesis,31
which in Aristotle'sexamples seems to have no uniformlogical structure. Thus we find:
If a does not hold of all b, then a does not hold of all c (An.Pr. 5Oal9-20).
If a holds of some b, then a holds of all b (Top. 120a4-5)
However things are in the case of a, so they are in the case of b (Top. 108bl314; 18-19).

The first two examples are of the conditionalform 'if p, q', the last is
not. All threecan be understoodas saying somethingaboutthe relation
between terms, things, or properties.(In fact, all Aristotle's syllogisms
from a hypothesis prove-from-a-hypothesisthat something holds or
does not hold of something(An.Pr.40b23-5);thatis, they are conceived
of in terms of term-logical propositions.)The only general requirements seem to be (i) that the hypothesesmust be such that they can be
29 An.Pr. 50a33-35, Top. 120a4-5; cf. the parallel formulations in Top. 11 lbl7-23
and 112a24-31, both quoted below. (We find strikingly similar procedures and formulations in texts of modem logic; cf. e.g. Tarski 'On the concept of logical consequence' in his Logic, Semantics, Metamathematics,Oxford 1969, at p. 411.)
30 Or, if it were conceived of as having a truth-value,it would be irrelevantto the
For when
question of whether q has to be accepted-by-the-partners-of-the-agreement.
(i.e. the
p has been proved, q has to be accepted-by-the-partners-of-the-agreement
agreementthat if p is proved, q must be accepted) independentlyof the truth-valueof
the conditional 'if p is proved, q (must be accepted)'. (Cf. F.P. Ramsey's 'habit' in
The Foundations of Mathematics, 1965, 237-55 and G. Ryle's 'inference-ticket'in The
Concept of Mind, 1950, p. 121, for similar sounding ideas.)
31 At An.Pr. 41a37-41, Aristotle takes the agreement (obVokoyia)as a kind of
hypothesis, whereas elsewhere, the hypothesis is distinguished from the agreement or
contract (oavv% ). This difficulty could be dissolved by assuming that Aristotle distinguished the act of making the agreement or of hypothesizing from the agreement
or hypothesis as that which has agreed upon or hypothesized, i.e. as the product of
the act, but did not use a consistent terminology.
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understoodto back up a statementof the kind 'if p is proved,q must
be accepted',and (ii) that it shouldbe plausible(nt0avO;,Top. 110a37).
The latterpoint is self-evident,since otherwiseone will hardlyget one's
interlocutorto agree to it. The reason why these hypothesesare called
hypotheses is, again, theirfunction in the logical discourse: they are
hypothesizedor supposed,i.e. assumedand agreed upon by the interlocutors(withoutfurtherjustificationor proof),for the purposeof establishing (or refuting)something.Unlike the hypotheticalpropositionsof
later antiquity,they are not called hypothesesbecause they are a type
of propositionof a particularform, say of conditionalform.
* Thenewlyintroducedproposition(p) is called 'thatwhichis takeninstead'
(To

ertakactiavo6,tevov, An.Pr. 41a39, 45b18). For it is a substitute that

is 'takeninsteadof' the originaldemonstrandum
(q). Insteadof the latter, it is it which is going to be proved syllogistically (An.Pr.45b1519; 41a38-40).
* The substitutedproposition(p) is then provedby a term-logicalsyllogism, say 'r; s; thereforep'.
* But then, accordingto the advanceagreement,and basedon the hypothesis, q, too, has been proved- althoughonly from a hypothesis.
Thus an Aristoteliansyllogism from a hypothesisis a combinationof (i)
a term-logical syllogism and (ii) the agreement which - somehow - is

based on a hypothesis,relyingon which the partnersof the agreementget
from the conclusionof the term-logicalsyllogism to the originaldemonstrandum.Note that the 'form' of the meta-linguisticagreementand its
'cashing in' takentogetherdisplay a certainsimilarityto modusponendo
ponens. This is importantfor what follows.
It is instructiveto ask why these Aristotelianargumentswere called
'syllogisms from a hypothesis'.Aristotledoes not tell us, so we have to
infer the answer from the passages in which he mentions or discusses
them. These passages suggest that syllogisms from a hypothesis were
called 'syllogisms'becausethey includea term-logical,or 'probative',syllogism, as Aristotlecalls them in this context:
In An.Pr.(41a37-41b1)we read '. . . Forin each <syllogismfroma hypothesis> the syllogism is directedtowardsthat which is taken instead,
but the originaldemonstrandum
is inferredby meansof an agreementor
some otherhypothesis.'The probativesyllogism containedin the syllogism froma hypothesisis here referredto as 'the syllogism':the definite
article can only mean that there is exactly one syllogism (proper)
involved in a syllogism from a hypothesis,and that this (the probative
syllogism) is it.
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* In An.Pr. 50a17-19 (quotedabove) we read that the conclusionsof the
syllogismsfrom a hypothesis'have not been provedby a syllogism, but
have all been agreeduponby compact.'Thus neitherthe meta-linguistic
agreementnor the hypothesiscount as a premissof a syllogism.
Syllogisms from a hypothesis are, hence, not syllogisms proper, i.e.
unqualifiedand in the strict sense (a'icXZ,ivpio;);32 they are syllogisms
only in a restrictive,qualifiedsense.33In a propersyllogism, the demonstrandumis established- directly- from a syllogism (tic avXXoytgo-IO).4
A syllogism from a hypothesisis called 'froma hypothesis',since in it the
originaldemonstrandumis not established- directly- from a syllogism,
but from a hypothesis

(t

iXno0eG(o;, An.Pr. 50a25-6).35 (In Diagram 3

above, p has been inferredfrom a syllogism, and q can then be inferredfrom-a-hypothesis.)This hypothesisis not part of any syllogism proper.
It is part of an agreement,and only the partnersof the agreementare
We cannotsay thatthedemonstrandum,
boundto acceptthedemonstrandum.
say q, has been syllogized (or deduced, avXoyiteaOat) full-stop. Even
when p (thatwhich is takeninstead)has been proved,we can at most say
that q has been provedon the agreementthat if p is proved,q is proved.
The partnersof the agreementare bound to accept q not because of the
truthof the hypothesis,but because they enteredinto the agreement.36

32 A syllogism from a hypothesis thus understoodwould presumablynot qualify as
a syllogism according to Aristotle's definition of the syllogism (An.Pr. 24b18-20, Top.
100a25-7), because its conclusion does not follow from necessity. The clause 'it is
necessary to accept <the demonstrandum>'in An.Pr. 50a24-5 means 'necessary relative to having agreed to the hypothesis'.
33 So also Alexander at An.Pr. 42.27-31: '<Aristotle> discusses only categorical syllogisms, because he thinks that only these are syllogisms in the strict sense ... For he
thinks that no syllogism from a hypothesis syllogizes the point at issue.'
34 Since Aristotle uses aoXXoytogos6not only to refer to the entire compound of
premisses and conclusion, but also to the result of the syllogizing, i.e. to the conclusion only (see also above n. 26), we may assume that the conclusion of a syllogizingfrom-a-hypothesis(a syllogism from a hypothesis) is syllogized-from-a-hypothesis(a
syllogism from a hypothesis).
3S The name 'syllogism' is borrowed from the probative syllogism it includes, and
can be borne only with the qualifying phrase 'from a hypothesis'; in other words, the
phrase 'from a hypothesis' functions as a restrictive qualifier.
36 Can q be 'detached' from the hypothesis? The dialectical game can only be won
if q is accepted 'on its own', as it were. And the agreement is, I take it, an agreement
to that effect. Once p is proved, q must (and hence can) be accepted on its own. Within
the game of dialectic, at its end, q is free-standing. This does not, however, change
the fact that only those who entered in the agreement are bound to accept q, and in
that sense, q is and remains dependent on the agreement.
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A syllogismfroma hypothesisis thus an argumentin which the demonstrandumis not directly the conclusion of a probativesyllogism, and is
hence not (properly)deduced (auXoyi4esOat), but is inferredindirectly
via an agreedhypothesis,which connectsthe demonstrandum
with another
propositionwhich in turnis (properly)deduced.Thus Aristotle'sothersyllogisms from a hypothesis - whatever else they may be - are certainly

not argumentsthat are valid because of their logical form;nor were they
regardedas such.
3. Aristotle:two passages from the Topics
Of equal importancefor the developmentof modusponens type arguments
are a couple of passages from Aristotle's Topics in which he presents
some specific topoi.37Here is the first passage:
One must examine, regardingthe point at issue, [i] what is such that if it is, the
point at issue is, or [ii] what is by necessity, if the point at issue is: [i] if one
wants to establish something, one must examine what there is such that if it is,
the point at issue will be (for when the forner has been proved to hold, the point
at issue will also have been proved to hold); [ii] if, on the other hand, one wants
to refute something, one must examine what it is that is if the point at issue is
(for when we prove that what follows from the point at issue is not, we will have
destroyed the point at issue.) (Top.11.4 11lb 17-23)

In this passage, a relation of consequence is used in two ways: first, a

relationof consequencebetween somethinga and the point at issue b is
used to establishb via a; second, a relationof consequencebetween the
point at issue b and some other thing a is used to refute b (or to establish not-b)via not-a. It is unclearhere, whetherthe point at issue (a) and
the other thing (b) are two terms/predicates,or whetherthey are whole
sentences/statesof affairs.38
I believe it morelikely thatAristotlehad terms
in mind. In that case, 'if a is, b is' is shortfor somethinglike 'if a holds

37 The importance of these passages has been recently correctly emphasized by
Slomkowski 1997. I disagree, though, with his main thesis that Aristotle himself discussed hypothetical syllogisms of type modus ponens.
38 Aristotle uses the relation of consequence (acicoXoIuiOqt, aicokouOciv, -o
both between terms and between whole sentences; the term 'thing at
KOcXo1)Oov)
issue' (lpoKeiFEvov) is mostly used for terms, but possibly sometimes (e.g. at Top.
120alO) for whole sentences or states of affairs.
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(i.e. of a certain thing), b holds (i.e. of that thing)'. The second passage
follows shortly after the first:
In the case of things of which hold one and only one of two <predicates>, as for
instance of a human being holds either illness or health, if we are well-equipped
to argue about the one, that it holds or does not hold, we will also be wellequipped with regard to the remaining one; this converts with regard to both; for
[iii] when we have proved that the one <predicate> holds, we will also have
proved that the other does not hold; and [iv] when we prove that the one does not
hold, we will have proved that the remaining one holds. (Top. II.6 112a24-31)

In this passage, a relation of intermediate-less contrariety between two
predicate terms, b, c, with respect to some subject term, a, is used in two
ways: first, to establish that b holds (of a) via the fact that c does not;
second, to establish that b does not hold (of a) via the fact that c does.
(It is then obvious that the first passage can be understood as presenting
some kind of forerunners of the modi ponendo ponens and tollendo tollens, the second as presenting some kind of forerunners of the modi tollendo ponens and ponendo tollens.39)

In Aristotle's extant writings the topoi of these two passages are not
given a special status, but are just some among many. Moreover, Aristotle
nowhere directly draws the connection between these topoi and his arguments from a hypothesis. It is however possible to present arguments that
exemplify these topoi in the form of syllogisms from a hypothesis, and
not unlikely that this had been done in the Peripatos at Aristotle's time.
In any case, I will do it now.
First, in place of the meta-logical hypothetical agreement of the type
'If that which is taken instead is proved, the demonstrandumwill be accepted'
the two Topics passages provide the four variant types of such agreements
which one obtains when (in addition to the establishings) one also considers the refutations (or the negations)40 of the demonstrandum and of

39 Alexander's commentary on these passages from Aristotle's Topics testifies that
these Aristotelian topoi were later interpretedas being the ancestor argumentsof our
quartet of modus ponens type arguments.Thus, Alexander explicitly draws the connection to the first two Stoic indemonstrableswith topoi of the first passage, and the
last two Stoic indemonstrableswith the topos of the second passage (Alex. Top. 165.5166.13, 174.5-175.26).
4 We can assume that Aristotle considered a refutationof p as (materially) equivalent to a proof of not-p. This however does not imply that he thought they were the
same thing.
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that which is taken instead as candidatesfor such agreements.Here are
the four possibilities:4'
(I')
(2')
(3')
(4')

If it is proved that a holds (of something), then it is proved that b holds (of
that thing).
If is proved that a does not hold (of something), then it is proved that b does
not hold (of it).
If it is proved that a holds (of something), then it is proved that b does not
hold (of it).
If it is proved that a does not hold (of something), then it is proved that b
holds (of it).

Note that in all four cases Aristotlehas no qualms about saying that at
has been proved. (He does not say 'proved'
the end the demonstrandum
in the case of his surviving examples for 'other' syllogisms from an
hypothesis.This may have given the presentargumentsa superiorstatus
to those 'from an agreement'quoted above, or in any event may have
contributedto theirmetamorphosinginto hypotheticalsyllogismsat a later
time.)
By analogy with the syllogisms from a hypothesis as described in
Aristotle'sPrior Analyticsand Topics, the cases (1') to (4') can then be
presentedas four kinds of argumentsin the following way:42
Diagram 5
(1"')
A It is to be proved that b holds (of c).
(demonstrandum)
B If a holds (of something), b holds (of it).
(hypothesis)
C If it is proved that a holds (of c), it is proved that b
holds (of c).
(agreement)
D It is proved that a holds (of c). (by a probative syllogism that is part
of the syllogism from hypothesis)
E It is proved that b holds (of c).
(by hypothesis)

4' Or alternativelyas:

(1") If it is established that a holds, then it is established that h holds.
(2") If is refuted that a holds, then it is refuted that b holds.
(3") If it is established that a holds, then it is refuted that b holds.
(4") If it is refuted that a holds, then it is established that h holds.
42 The formulationsI suggest are meant to give no more than the general idea how
the above listed Aristotelian topoi could have provided four kinds of syllogism from
a hypothesis.
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(2"')
A
B
C
D
E
(3"')
A
B
C
D
E
(4"')
A
B
C
D
E
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(demonstrandum)
It is to be proved that b does not hold (of c).
(hypothesis)
If b holds (of something), a holds (of it).
If it is proved that a doesn't hold (of c), it is
(agreement)
proved that b doesn't hold (of c).
It is proved that a does not hold (of c). (by a probative syllogism)
(by hypothesis)
It is proved that b does not hold (of c).
(demonstrandum)
It is to be proved that b holds (of c).
(hypothesis)
Either a or b holds (of something).
If it is proved that a does not hold (of c), it is
(agreement)
proved that b holds (of c).
It is proved that a does not hold (of c). (by a probative syllogism)
(by hypothesis)
It is proved that b holds (of c).
(demonstrandum)
It is to be proved that b holds (of c).
(hypothesis)
Either a or b holds (of something).
If it is proved that a holds (of c), it is proved
(agreement)
that b does not hold (of c).
(by a probative syllogism)
It is proved that a holds (of c).
(by hypothesis)
It is proved that b does not hold (of c).

Note that in all four cases, modusponendoponens is used as a kind of
meta-level43 inference rule to get from the agreement to its 'cashing in'

(lines C, D, E).4 At the same time, the four argumentsshow some remote
resemblanceto the syllogisms of the four types of modus ponens arguments (lines B, D, E). In particular,in case (1"') modusponendoponens
comes in twice, as it were. However,from a logical perspectivethere are
a numberof importantdifferencesbetween the modusponens type arguments and these four kinds of syllogisms from a hypothesis.If one postulatesa developmentfrom (1"') - (4"') to the propermodusponens type
arguments(1) - (4) (Diagram 1 above), one must assume that the following changes happenedin the course of this development:
The elements that are logically relevant for the inference have to
become whole propositionsratherthan terms:in particular,the B-lines

43 I say 'meta-level', since the inference rule warrantsthe transitionfrom sentences
about a's holding (or not holding) and about b's holding (or not holding) to a sentence about a's holding (or not holding).
I In fact, it seems as if this was the basic inference rule of all Aristotelian syllogisms from a hypothesis. Cf. also Diagram 4 above.
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would have to change from 'if somethingis a, it is b' ('being a, something is b') and 'eithera or b holds of something'('one and only one
of a, b, holds of something')to 'if p, then q' and 'eitherp or q'.
* The modusponens type argumentscontainonly (modifiedversions of)
the componentsB, D, E of the syllogisms from a hypothesis;i.e. the
statingof the demonstrandum
(A) is absent,and so is the agreementC.
* D and E are no longer formulatedin meta-language:e.g. we have simply 'p', insteadof 'p is proved'.
* B and D become premisses of the argument,E becomes a conclusion
(and it is no longer presentedas the demonstrandumwith which the
argumentbegins).
* D is no longer understoodas being dependenton a probativesyllogism
'r, s, thereforep/not-p', and a fortiori no probativesyllogism is part of
modusponens type arguments.
* The modusponens type argumentsare recognizedas valid because of
their (modusponens type)form.
I now show by means of variouspassages from Peripateticand Platonist
sources that there is evidence that some such developmenttook in fact
place.
As to its temporallocation,we can safely assume that, in the firstcentury BC, at the time of the PeripateticsBoethus of Sidon and Aristo of
Alexandria this development was by and large completed. For both
philosopherswroteon syllogistic;45and both musthave been familiarwith
Stoic propositionallogic, since it was the prevalentsystem of logic of the
time; moreover,we know from Galen (Inst.log.7.2) that Boethusconsidered the Stoic indemonstrablesboth as indemonstrableand as 'first' syllogisms. Thus such argumentsmust have been integratedin the logic of
at least some Peripateticsin the first centuryBC.
The only Peripateticphilosophersbeforethese two fromwhom we have
some fragmentsof logic are Theophrastusand Eudemus,both pupils of
Aristotle and both earlier than the chief Stoic logician Chrysippus.46
It

4

Cf. Apul. Int. 213.5-10 (Moreschini) for Aristo, Galen Inst.log. 7.2 for Boethus.
The early Peripatetic Phaenias of Eresus wrote a De interpretatione and
Analytics, and Strato of Lampsacus composed books on topoi (Philop. Cat. 7.20,
Diog.Laert. V.59-60). No texts are extant, but the titles support the assumption that
Aristotle's followers discussed those of his works in which he dealt with syllogisms
from a hypothesis.
46
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appearsthatboth of them maintaineda positionon the kinds of arguments
we are interested in that is intermediate between Aristotle and later
Peripateticssuch as Boethus. Whetherthese intermediatepositions were
in fact developedby Theophrastusand Eudemus,or ratherby some other
early Peripatetic,or perhapseven by Aristotlehimself, late in life, is in
the end not very important.47
What mattersis that throughthem we can
be witness to the Peripateticdevelopmentfrom the Aristotelian'syllogisms from a hypothesis'to fully fledged modusponens type arguments.
4. Eudemus:connectingthe passages fiom PriorAnalyticsand Topics
There is a passage that suggests that Eudemusconsideredthe syllogisms
from a hypothesis in connectionwith Aristotle's Topics, and moreover,
that in that context, the above-discussedAristoteliantopoi gained special
importance.Thus, accordingto Boethius, Eudemusmade the following
distinctionsof hypotheses:
Eudemus holds that the hypothesis from which the hypotheticalsyllogisms obtain
their name is said in two ways: for either (a) througha hypothesis of things consistent in themselves something which can in no way happen is accepted in such
a way that the argumentleads toward the end (destruction?)of the thing, or (b)
the consequence which is posited in the hypothesis is revealed (established?,indicated?) by virtue of a connection or by virtue of a division.48(Boeth. Hyp.syll.
1.2.5 Obertello)

This sentence,althoughfar from clear, is informativein several respects.
It suggeststhatEudemusdistinguishedtwo meaningsof the word 'hypothesis': one (a) that is related to the hypotheses used in Aristotelian syllogisms to the impossible, and another (b) that seems to be related to the
hypotheses used in - all or some of - Aristotle's 'other' syllogisms from
a hypothesis. There is no evidence that Aristotle made such a distinction
in meaning of the word 'hypothesis'. On the contrary, his use of the phrase

4
Cf. J. Barnes, 'Theophrastusand Hypothetical Syllogistic', in J. Wiesner (ed.),
Aristoteles: Werkund WirkungI (Berlin 1985), 559-62 for the - partly contradictorysources that name Theophrastus,Eudemus, and the Peripateticsin general in the context of syllogisms from a hypothesis.
" Hypothesis namque unde hypothetici syllogismi accepere vocabulum duobus (ut
Eudemo placet) diciturmodis. aut enim (a) tale adquiescituraliquid per quamdaminter
se consentientium conditionem, quod fien nullo modo possit, ut ad suum terminum
ratio perducatur;. . . aut (b) in conditione posita consequentia vi coniunctionis vel disiunctionis ostenditur.
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'othersyllogisms from a hypothesis'for those syllogisms from a hypothesis which are not syllogisms to the impossiblesuggests that he regarded
both types of argumentsas being syllogismsfroma hypothesisin the same
sense. Eudemus,by contrast,appearsto have assumedthat the hypotheses in these two types of argumentswere hypothesesof differenttypes.
The differenceseems to consist in what is posited in (or with) each of
them: in (a) what is posited is in itself consistentbut cannot happen;in
This could simply be
(b) what is posited is some sort of consequence.49
the result of Eudemusdescribingfrom a differentangle, as it were, what
Aristotlesays in the Prior Analyticsabout syllogisms from a hypothesis.
However,Aristotle'sPrior Analyticsdo not providea model for Eudemus' binary account of the second kind of hypothesisin terms of connectionand division.Nothingin the Prior AnalyticssuggeststhatAristotle
had exactly two types of 'other syllogisms from a hypothesis' in mind.
Eudemus'accountof the second meaningof hypothesis
the consequence which is posited in the hypothesis is revealed (established, indicated) (i) by virtue of a connection or (ii) by virtue of a division5"

can, however,be madesense of in termsof the above Diagram5, in which
I combinedthe two passages from Aristotle'sTopicswith his accountof
the 'other syllogisms from a hypothesis'.Thus the consequence(consequentia)5' in the hypothesis could correspond to the element of the modus
ponens meta-level inference rule (i.e., to the C-lines in the diagram),

which allows one to get from 'thatwhich is provedinstead'(the D-lines)
to the originaldemonstrandum
(the E-lines);and the connectionand division could be those expressedin the hypotheses(in the B-lines): connection in (1"') and (2"'), division in (3"') and (4"'). Thus with Eudemus,it
seems, two types of hypothesisbecame predominantin the 'other syllogisms from a hypothesis',and thus two types of 'othersyllogismsfrom a
hypothesis':

49 Boethius elaborates on this difference by stating that the first kind of hypotheses,
i.e. (a), are simple propositions, whereas the second kind of hypothesis, i.e. (b), are
not simple propositions(Hyp.syll. 1.2.7).
so coniunctio and disiunctio could be translationsof ouvEXEtaand &taipEt;. Cf.
Philoponus (An.Pr. 245.6, cf. 10), who calls the disjunctive premiss of a hypothetical

syllogism a 'r68eatq Kcara &taipectv.
5' Perhaps translating aicoXoi$NcYtq
or aicKoioOtcia. In the Hyp.syll., Boethius gen-

erally does not use the term consequentia for conclusions of argumentsor for consequents in conditionals, so I assume he does not do so here either.
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* those in which the consequenceposited in the hypothesis is revealed
(established,indicated)by virtue (by the force) of a connection;and
* those in which the consequenceposited in the hypothesis is revealed
(established,indicated)by virtue (by the force) of a division.
I suggest that the first are those anticipatedin Aristotle's Topics in the
first passage quotedabove (Top. 11.411lb 17-23), and that the second are
those anticipatedin Aristotle'sTopicsin the second passage quotedabove
(Top. 11.6 112a24-31).
In terms of Diagram5 above, we can express this by saying that the
relationsbetweena and b that underliethe four types of agreements(and
make it possible that when the statementin the antecedentis proved, so
is the statementin the consequent),were consideredas a relationof 'connection' betweenthings in cases (1"') and (2"'), and as a relationof separationor division of things in cases (3"') and (4"'); and that the relation
of connectionwas eventually(perhapswith Eudemus,perhapsonly later)
expressedin conditionalstatements,thatof separationin some kind of disjunctive statements,in the following way:
Diagram 6
(I"")
(2"")
(3"")
(4"")

If a holds (of some thing), b holds (of it).
connection between a, b
If b holds (of some thing), a holds (of it).
connection between a, b
Either a holds (of some thing) or b holds (of it). division between a, b
Either a holds (of some thing) or b holds (of it). division between a, b

What brought about this focus on just those two kinds of hypothesis, connecting and dividing, and led to the neglect of the others Aristotle mentions? All I can offer is conjecture. The examples for 'other syllogisms
from a hypothesis' which Aristotle gives in An.Pr. 50al6-28 and Top.

108bl2-19, as well as some other examples in the Topics, requirea preliminary agreement of the interlocutors. As a result, the original demonstrandum cannot be 'detached' from that agreement,52and, although this

may be no problemwithin a game of dialectic, as soon as logic is used
to establishor to prove something,this relativizationto an agreementmay
be regardedas insufficient.At some point it may have become clear to
the early Peripatetics that in the case of the above kinds of hypothesis (as
in the case of the syllogisms to the impossible) no prior agreement is

S2

See above n. 36.
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required,because nobody could possibly object to the mode of argumentationemployed.And they might have foundconfirmationof this thought
in Aristotle's use of the phrases 'we have proved', 'it has been proved'
in the relevantpassages of the Topics.
From Eudemus'distinctionbetween two types of hypothesisthat posit
a consequenceto modusponens type argumentsproper,thereis a further
developmentin two steps:
* First, and still with the early Peripatetics,the two types of hypothesis
in syllogisms from a hypothesisare taken to be two types of hypothetical premisses(iJno0e?tltlicpoTaCn;Kata cvkXetav/cara&
8tatipETv) of
such arguments.
* In a second step, with later Peripateticsand with some Platonists,and
perhapsunderthe influenceof Stoic logic, fromthese two typesof hypothetical premisseswere derived two types of hypotheticalpropositions
({nLo0Ettldl npO6aoi;

Kacta 0TuVEXExaV//ata

staip?otv).

This furtherdevelopmentwas facilitated,and perhapsblurred,by the fact
that in Peripateticlogic the word npotacrt;was used both for 'premiss'
and for 'proposition'.I now take the two steps of the developmentin
order.
4. From hypothesisto hypotheticalpremiss; detachmentof the
categorical syllogism
A passage in Alexander's commentaryon the Prior Analytics (Alex.
An.Pr. 262-5) allows us a glimpse of the early Peripateticunderstanding
of the syllogismsfroma hypothesiswhich Theophrastusand Eudemusand
their contemporariesdiscussed. In this passage Alexandercommentson
Aristotle's mentioning of argumentsfrom a hypothesis in An.Pr. 1 23
(41a40f).53The crucialsentenceis said to presentthe view of the ancients

S3 This Alexander passage (as others, e.g. Alex. An.Pr. 389-90) includes elements
of Aristotle's Prior Analytics, of early Peripatetic theory (Theophrastus, Eudemus,
etc.), of Stoic propositionallogic, and of later Peripateticlogic, and it is quite hard to
separate out what comes whence. Alexander explains the early Peripatetic terms by
contemporaryStoic and Peripateticterminology, and also uses this later terminology
to paraphraseand explain Aristotle's text. I suggest that - roughly - those terms that
are not known from Aristotle and which are glossed by later terms are early Peripatetic. (Alexander writes always already from the perspective of someone with a concept
of modus ponens type arguments,and his interpretationof Aristotle is thus tainted.)
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(apXacxo),which is Alexander's usual way of referring to the earlier
Peripatetics.The only philosophermentionedin the contextof the passage
is Theophrastus,and he is thereforea likely sourceof the early Peripatetic
elements in it. After being told - anachronistically- that the arguments
which the Stoics regardas syllogisms (i.e. the 'mixed' arguments)are a
subclass of Aristotle's 'other syllogisms from a hypothesis' (An.Pr.
262.28-9),54we learnthatthe ancientscalled these same arguments'mixed
bnoOfrom a hypothetical Lpo6taat;and a probative npo6raat;'(RjXOui; Fri
An.Pr. 262.31-2).
t"xuCSf;
npot&oM; icai 81tu;,55

If one picks out the non-Stoicbits from the Alexanderpassage (An.Pr.
262-5), includingthe conditionaland disjunctiveexamples provided,the
following pictureemerges of the syllogisms from a hypothesisof these
Peripatetics.If one takes Alexander'sexamples as early Peripatetic,the
syllogisms appearto have had the following form or structure:56
If Fa, Ga
But Fa
Therefore Ga

hypotheticalprotasis (incoO9et"I npo6Tautq)
probativeprotasis (&t'udj np6Twaot;)
@6 apxfi)
the original demonstrandum(TO

Either Fa or Ga
But not Fa
Therefore Ga

But since Alexander'sexamplesmay originatefrom a later time, altematively the following could have been their assumedlogical structure:57
For all x: if Gx, Fx
But Ga
Therefore Fa

hypotheticalprotasis
probativeprotasis
the original demonstrandum

For all x: either Gx or Fx
But not Ga
Therefore Fa

Oi vE ? Epot here must stand for the Stoics or more generally for those who

adopted Stoic logic.
ss The expression &EtKcrt"qis glossed, by Alexander or his immediate source, by
tOirc' ?aTt ca"yopt"- q. This indicates that 'categorical' is the common term at the
time of Alexander for what he thinks is expressed (by Theophrastusor some other
earlier Peripatetic) by probative (6etKucrt

). (Cf. n. 19 above.)

As long as there is still a requirementthat the second premiss is proved by a categorical syllogism, at least it, and possibly also one of the components of the hypothesis, will be of term-logical form.
51 Cf. my 'Wholly Hypothetical Syllogisms', Phronesis 45, 87-137, sections 2 and
4, for some evidence that Theophrastusconsidered hypothetical propositions of the
form 'If anything is G, it is F'.
56
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The firstpremissis called hypothetical(An.Pr.262.21-2); i.e. here we find
the expression'hypothetical'in an early Peripateticcontext.It is also still
referredto as 'hypothesis'(An.Pr.263.6); the hypothesisis here definitely
not formulatedin meta-language.The secondpremissis called 'probative'
and is occasionally still referred to as To tETaXagPavo6jEvov
(An.Pr.
264.18, cf. 21).58
The overall linguistic form of Alexander's first illustrativeargument
resembles modus ponendo ponens;59 and that of the second resembles tol-

lendo ponens.60But this does not entail that the early Peripateticsunderstood these argumentsin this way; i.e. that they understoodthem as
formally valid because of those forms. Rather,when one looks at the
nomenclatureused and examineswhy it was chosen, it becomesclear that
there is still a close affinityto Aristotle's 'argumentsfrom a hypothesis',
and that the agreementwith the modus ponens type argumentsis only
superficial:
The second premiss is called a 'probative'npO6aot;,because it is the
conclusion of a 'probative'(eucrtKu6;)syllogism, i.e. of a categorical
syllogism, as is clear from An.Pr. 263.4-6; 7-11; 14-17.6I That is, the
name of the probativepremissis not groundedin the fact that its form
is of a certainkind, e.g. that it is 'simple', or that it has any othernonrelationalproperty.62
It is based on its function in the argumentational
context, namely its being the conclusion of a probative syllogism. Hence

lpo6taut; in the expression 'probativenpOtaaFt;'should be translated
by 'premiss'ratherthan by 'proposition'here: it is that premiss of the

Alexander's explanation at An.Pr. 263.26-36 why the early Peripatetics called
this premiss T6ogAE'AxX4a3Pavo'liEvov
is likely to be a later attemptof making sense of
that use of the term - a phenomenon not uncommon in the Aristotle commentators.
S Alex. An.Pr. 262.33-5 ... ei ctToIT1I ?attv Tj apETpn, &a&xICtv
T&COTIV &pvTl ...
58

.

?EIRtT

,

.

.

,

.

1T apET? ?-r1v ...

.~~f,
ott cat' &liCtTj.

60 Alex. An.Pr. 264.10-12: ijtot ckoga ?aTtv
&aw'aTo; oapa.

Ti WijXi

il daooato;-

aXXa

giiv ov1

adlia

61 In this context, Theophrastusis mentioned as saying that the second premiss is
'that which is in doubt' (a&Cqpt8o4osUgEvov,
An.Pr. 263.13-14). Hence we can infer that
the requirementof a proof of the second premiss is not just Aristotle's view, but also
that of some early Peripatetics.
62 Alexander here glosses 'probative' by 'categorical', and later (e.g. in Galen and
Alcinous, see below) 'categorical' in the expression 'categoricalnpo6tatO1'denotes the
fact that the proposition indicates a simple state of affairs; see below.
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syllogism from a hypothesiswhich has been proved(or is to be proved,
or is provable)by a probativesyllogism. (Outsidethe contextof the syllogism from a hypothesis,or some other argument,the expression'probative np0'racn;t'
has no application.)
The first premiss is called a 'hypothetical' EcpoTacnt,
because it is or
contains the hypothesis.63Eitherway, the hypotheticalnp6taca; is not
called 'hypothetical'because it is a certainkind of complex proposition
as in later Peripateticlogic, i.e. not because of its logical form (or any
other non-relationalproperty).Ratherits name is based on its function
(as a supposition)in the argumentational
context - even if it can fulfil
this functionin this contextonly becauseit has a particularform.Hence,
again, the expressionnp6tao;t in 'hypotheticalirp0taaYt'shouldbe rendered as 'premiss' ratherthan as 'proposition'.For outside the syllogism from a hypothesis,the expression 'hypotheticalnp6-cact;'would
seem to have no application.
* The conclusion is never called a 'conclusion' (aupitepaaga, eicupop&),
but is throughoutreferredto as o ?t &pxipj;.
This, too, suggests that the
syllogism from a hypothesisis not seen as an independentargumentof
modusponens type - althoughAlexander'suse of to e; &pXT;may be
motivatedby Aristotle'stext, ratherthan based on Peripateticsources.
* The whole argumentis called 'hypothetical'or 'from a hypothesis's"
because it has a hypotheticalpremiss, i.e. because one of its premisses
is (or expresses) a certain kind of hypothesis;it is not called 'hypothetical' because one of its premissesis a hypotheticalproposition,i.e.
a propositionof a certainform.
* Finally, why did the early Peripatetics call these arguments 'syllogisms'? They called them 'syllogisms' because they prove something
that is not known withouta deduction.And the reasonwhy they prove

63 If the hypothetical npo-Taai; is not identical with the hypothesis, it is the premiss in which the hypothesis is expressed. Alex. An.Pr. 263.5-6, 32-33, 35-6, 264.26
and 386.27-9 are the relevant passages.
I They are called 'hypothetical syllogisms' e.g. in Alex. An.Pr. 263.12; 15-16; but
since much of the passage is later (see n. 53 above) we cannot infer that the early
Peripatetics called these syllogisms 'hypothetical'. (Alex. An.Pr. 264.32-265.5 has E4
If they did call them thus, certainlynot in the sense in which
iico0ae,Os GuXXkoytaoj.t6)
they are later defined in Alcinous, Boethius, etc. (see Section 1), since that presupposes the terminologicaldistinction between categorical and hypotheticalpropositions,
for which we have no evidence before the second century AD.
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somethingis that theirconclusionis - indirectly- establishedby a probative syllogism,namelyvia the second premiss.65
Hence the name 'syllogism' is based not on theform of the argument(e.g. ponendoponens),
as one might have expected,but on its relationto a 'proper',probative
syllogism.As Alexanderreports,if the second premisswere not proved
in thatway, the argumentwould no longerbe a syllogism(An.Pr.263.714) - althoughno doubt it would still have the same form.66
Taken together,these points show that these early Peripateticsyllogisms
are very close to Aristotle's 'othersyllogisms from a hypothesis',both in
terminologyand in the way they are conceived as arguments.Still, there
are also elements that we do not find in Aristotle,and Theophrastusand
his fellow Peripateticsseem to have made a couple of steps forwardin
the developmentof modusponens type arguments.
Thus, importantly,the syllogism from a hypothesisis no longerviewed
as a complexof two partialarguments,one formallyvalid and probative,
one non-formal.Rather,now it is only one argument,which, however,
must stand in a certainrelationto a probativesyllogism.67Diagram6
illustratesthis:
Diagram 6
an early Peripatetic syllogism from a hypothesis
(probative) syllogism
(aTUXXoyujS6;
(8etKt1lC6;))
r
s
Therefore Ga

syllogismfroma hypothesis

If Ga, Fa

But Ga
Therefore Fa

hypothetical premiss (ibo0eti"' Rpo6a0l;)
probative premiss
(&E11ctu1 npoTaaG;)
the original
(TO? &p%S)

demonstrandum

This separationis documentedfor Theophrastus.For example, we are
told that he considered alternative ways of backing up the second
premisses in such arguments.68Thus with the early Peripatetics,the
&?txEVToV E toito
&&a(iAXoyugiob, Alex. An.Pr. 263.4-5; cf. 7-1 1; 14-17.
1 This point is likely to be early Peripatetic, since Theophrastusis mentioned in
An.Pr. 263.13-14.
67 Alex. An.Pr. 262.36-263.6; 264.12-14.
1 Alex. AnPr. 388.17-20; Simpl. Cael. 552.31-553.4.
65
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perspective on syllogisms from a hypothesis has shifted, in that one
questionthey ask now is: 'here is a certainkind of argument- in which
ways could its premissesbe justified?'69
* The structureof these argumentshas also become clearer.For certain
of their partsare expresslyidentifiedas premisses;as premissesof different types, viz. hypothetical and probative ones. The difference
denoted by their names is that of their differentfunction in the inference. There is no comparabledifferencein functionin the premissesof
term-logicalsyllogisms.
* Thepreliminary'agreement'(andthusthepragmaticelement)of Aristotle's
syllogisms from a hypothesishas disappearedcompletely.We do still
find the correspondingmeta-linguisticdeliberation(C in Diagram5) in
the passage,but it is not consideredas partof the argument(Alex. AnPr.
262.34-5).
* Finally, since Eudemus distinguishedtwo types of hypothesis, those
by virtueof a connectionand those by virtue of a division (Section 4),
we would expect Alexander'searly Peripateticsto have distinguished
two correspondingtypes of hypotheticalpremisses. And indeed, Galen
reportsthat the "old philosophers"(his way of referringto the early
Peripatetics)distinguishedbetweenhypotheticalpremissesin accordance
with a connection (ioOEtucia npo?OasCEq
xata ouv_XF_tv)and hypothetical premissesin accordancewith a division (frro0etuc&tIipo-rayet;
icacra &IatpEatyv).70

Still, all these changes do not alter the fact that - as far as our sources
go - these early Peripateticsdid not yet regardtheir syllogisms from a
hypothesisas valid becausethey displayedformssimilarto those of modus
ponens type arguments;their name 'syllogism' is still based on their

69 The connection with a probativesyllogism is recordedin the Latin rhetoricaltradition (where we have evidence that the question of whether the probative syllogism
is partof the hypotheticalsyllogism was discussedamong some Peripatetics):cf. Boethius
Hyp.syll. 2.1-6, Cicero Inv. 1.57-77, Martianus Capella De Nuptiis, 132.29-133.9
(Eyssenhardt);also Quintilian 5.14.5.
70 Gal. Inst.log. 3.4 (cf. 3.1 and 3.3) and 14.2. In the passage quoted,he takes lpo6xacl;
to mean 'proposition', but this does not entail that the early Peripateticshe quotes did
so too. In effect, in the Institutio Logica, Galen himself seems to oscillate between
taking npo6-raoigas 'premiss' and as 'proposition'. Cf. on these points my 'Pre-Stoic
hypothetical syllogistic in Galen's Institutio Logica', V. Nutton (ed.), Proceedings of
the symposium 'Galen beyond Kuhn', BICS supplement, forthcoming (2002).
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dependencyon a probativesyllogism. Only when the syllogisms from a
hypothesisare severed completely from these other arguments,and recognized as valid because of their own form, can they be raised into the
statusof truesyllogismhood.Whenexactly this final separationtook place,
whetherbefore or after the Stoic logician Chrysippussystematizedsyllogisms of the 'mixed' kind,I do not know. But, as I said above, presumably
by the end of the first centuryBC it has taken place.7'In any event, we
find traces of the furtherdevelopmentin some later sources, even if we
cannotdate it preciselyor attributeit to particularPeripateticphilosophers.
5. From hypothetical premiss to hypothetical proposition: modus ponens
appears

Many post-Stoic Peripateticand Platonistsources for hypotheticalsyllogistic are clearly influencedby the Stoic theoryof indemonstrablesyllogisms. The main indicationsof this are (i) thatthey presentfive (or seven)
types of hypotheticalsyllogisms, includingas numberthree one with the
linguistic form of a negated conjuction as first premiss; (ii) that the
descriptionsof the types closely resemblethe Stoic descriptionsof their
indemonstrables,and sometimes (iii) that multi-disjunctdisjunctionsare
considered.However,there are some later Peripateticand Platonisttexts
and passages which seem curiously untouchedby Stoic syllogistic, and
which can be best made sense of if understoodas furtherdevelopments
of the Aristotelianand early Peripatetictheoriesof the 'other' syllogisms
from a hypothesis.These texts characteristicallydistinguishfour hypotheticalsyllogisms only, have no negatedconjunction,describethe syllogisms not in the Stoic way, providefor only two disjuncts,and sometimes
contrastthis theory with the Stoic one. In this section I concentrateon
these texts. They includepassages from Alexander'sTopicscommentary,
Galen's Introductionto Logic, Alcinous' Didaskalikos, Ammonius' De Inter-

pretationecommentary,Simplicius'Encheiridioncommentary,Boethius'On
HypotheticalSyllogisms,and from an anonymousscholiumto Aristotle's
Organon(ed. & transl.Bobzien, Mnemosyne2002).
About the hypotheticallLpo-rdaet;
(or propositiones)we find the following bits of informationin these passages:

7' This is also suggested by the fact that Cicero in Inv. 1.57-77 presents 'mixed'
syllogisms in Peripateticguise.
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Another kind of propositionis that in which we make the assertion not about the
being the case (or holding) of things,72but about what is when something <else>
is, or what is when something <else> is not. Such propositions shall be called
'hypothetical'. Of these those which state that when something else73 is, necessarily such and such a thing is, shall be called 'by virtue of a connection', and
those which state either that when something is not, something is, or when something is, something is not, shall be called 'dividing'.74(Gal. Inst.log. 3.1)
Hypothetical<is a proposition>which, making some hypothesis, states that something is when something else is, as when we say 'if it is day, it is light'.75(Boeth.
Hyp.syll. 1.1.5 p. 206.42-44)
Every hypothetical propositionis either in accordancewith a connection ... or in
accordance with a division: both types are obtained from simple propositions.76
(Boeth. Hyp.syll. 1.3.4)
Hypothetical propositions are those which indicate either a consequence or a
conflict.77(Alc. Didasc. 158.16-17)
In hypothetical propositions truth and falsity depend not on something's being
said of something but ratheron consequence or conflict.78(Alex. An.Pr. 1.19-20)
<A hypothetical assertoric sentence> states either that when something is the
case, something is the case or that when something is the case, something is not
the case, and for this reason it is called 'hypotethical'.79(Amm. Int. 74.4-5, cf.
3.11-12)
72 Categorical propositions state or indicate that something does or does not hold,
cf. Galen Inst.log. 3.1 and 2.1-2; Boeth. Hyp.syll. 1.1.5.
73 Thus expressions like 'if p, p' and 'eitherp or p' may be not well-formed according to this account.
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poraewq
rpi,
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1CtOUOR4CaTO)V tpaOya"iOV, aXk& l?plt TOl) tIVOq OVTO Ti WI KaX1t tVO4
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talpe'ricai (Inst.log. 3.1). ipota&o;
Tj 0VIO; EIVaI i [gni1 OVTo5 jIi eivat,
Barnes et al., ipo-r&aewvMynas, Kalbfleisch; del. 1ii Prantl.
75 hypotheticaest quae cum quadamconditione denuntiatesse aliquid si fuerit aliud,
veluti cum ita dicimus: 'si dies est, lux est'.
76 Omnis igitur hypothetica propositio vel per conexionem fit ... vel per disiunctionem: uterque enim modus ex simplicibus propositionibuscomparatur.
I take Boethius' propositio hypotheticaper conexionem and hypotheticapropositio
per disiunctionem to be translations of the Greek cata auvV?XEtav i7tO8EtliCIl npotact;
and icata 5taipeatv IntoOvtudl ipotaat;g.
EO0etixai
, Tov & nPotaaewv al jiev KatTlyoplcai etaiv, alt E bnO ticalK ....
&e diovt aix &okoXOtiav 8iikoijoat il gaiX6lv. (Alc. Didasc. 158.14-17; cf. Alex. Top.

174.5-6, An.Pr. I1.19-21, 264.33, Galen Inst.log. 4.4, 14.7-11).
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Hypothetical assertions originate from predicatives:they indicate either the consequence or the disagreement (&iarxaatv) of one predicative proposition with
another.80(Amm. Int. 3.31-4.1, cf. 73.30-33)

There can be no doubt that in these passages the hypotheticalinporadCEt;
are understoodas propositionsin their own right, and not as premisses,
and certainlynot as somethinglike a contract.They are presentedoutside
the contextof syllogisms and typicallycontrastedwith categoricalnpora'ot&. They are said to consist of, contain,or come to be from categorical
We make assertionswith them (GalenInst.log. 3.1). They are
inpo-raaet;.
taken to have truth-values.8'They are taken to be used in both 'mixed'
and 'wholly' hypotheticalsyllogisms, includingin the conclusionsof the
latter(e.g. Boeth. Hyp.Syll.2.9.1-3.6.4 and Alc. Didasc. 159.7-24). Thus
the step (anticipatedin Section 4) from a hypotheticalipo6Toat;as a premiss that has a particularfunction in the argument,to the hypothetical
1poTawt; as a propositionthat is of a particularkind, quite independently
of whetheror where it occurs in an argument,has takenplace - with no
noticeablechange in terminology.
Moreover,all these texts distinguishexactly two types of hypothetical
propositions.The first type, whose standardlinguisticform is the conditional, is called 'by virtueof a connection'(Kcaa'r
auveXtav) and said to
indicatea consequence(a&ioXouOfrx).
The second, whose standardlinguistic form is the disjunction,is called 'hypotheticalpropositionin accordance with a division' (6tatpelrtcai;Inst.log. 3.4, 14.2: icxtac6taipEatv),
and said to indicate a conflict (gatXq).82
The pair of expressions'consequence' and 'conflict' may have been used as replacementfor the pairof
expressions'connection'and 'division'83in orderto denote the two basic
relationsthat hold between the things (pp xtax)that are stated or indicated by simple propositions.

80 tat
URlO0EiC "a;a,nopaVO?Et
EK TOV KaJCcLOTYpIKO)VtiV YEVECaV
icp6 aXTV
otuaivoot'.
n KaTryoptrcs npotaGrw; ij Lcokol)Oiav i 6iataatv

EXEtV, akXXr; yap

81 Presumably,a conditional proposition is true when the consequence it indicates
holds, and a disjunctive proposition is true when the conflict it indicates holds.
82 The pair of logical expressions 'consequent and conflict' may have been adopted
from Stoic logic, and appropriatedby Peripateticand Platonist logicians. The use is
non-Stoic in two respects: (i) a&cokoXOiaand gaX71are two basic ontological relations,
not reducible to each other, whereas at least Chrysippus and his followers reduced
aicoXo)ufia to ga'xTI;(ii) the relation is not (as in Stoic logic) between propositionsor
truth-bearers,but between 1pa'yxaTa.
83 See Alex. Top. 165.5-166.13, 174.5-175.26, where both are used in parallel.
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Finally, hypothetical propositions are not defined syntactically by
means of their linguistic form or their connectives(as the Stoics defined
them), nor by means of their truth-conditions,but in terms of what sort
of thing they state or what sort of thing we assert with them: they state
that somethingis when somethingelse is, or thatsomethingis when something else is not, or that somethingis not when somethingelse is. That
is, they all state something of the kind that ... when ---;

or, in other words,

they all containa conditionalelement, and this is seen as the reasonwhy
they are (or why they are called) hypothetical(GalenInst.log. 3.1, Amm.
Int. 74.4-5).
Thus,we are now in a positionto answerour firstquestionfrom Section
1, i.e. why both the conditional and the disjunctive propositionswere
classified as hypothetical.The reason is simply that with both types we
assert something of the kind that ... when ---,

and thus that both types

contain a conditionalelement.
Historically,I believe, the origin of these later characterizationsof the
hypotheticalpropositionslie in the two passages from Aristotle's Topics
(see Section 3 above). For instance, in the case of the disjunction,the
descriptionas 'indicatinga division' - ultimately- goes backto the phrase
'things of which holds one and only one of two', togetherwith the disjunctive description 'disease or health' (Arist. Top. 112a24-5). On the
other hand, the characterizationof the hypothetical element picks up
'when we have provedthat the one <predicate>holds, we will also have
provedthat the otherdoes not hold; and when we prove that the one does
not hold, we will have proved that the remainingone holds' (Arist. Top.
112a27-30)."4In terms of Diagram 5 above, we can say that the later
Peripatetichypotheticalpropositionsseem to encompassmodificationsof
boththe 'hypotheses'in the B-lines (e.g. 'eitherFa or Ga') and the 'agreements' in the C-lines (e.g. 'when Fa is proved,not Ga is proved').
Now to the hypotheticalsyllogisms constructedwith these hypothetical
propositionsas first premisses.In the sourcesof the late second and early
third centuryAD, the quartetof modusponens type argumentsappears,
with the following descriptions:85

84 Note that the three cases which Galen mentions at Instiog. 3.1 are exactly the
three from the two passages from Aristotle's Topics quoted above.
85 Cf. Alex. Top. 165.5-166-13, 174.5-175.26, where all four are used, and Aic.
Didasc. 159.24-9, where the first two are given, apparentlyfollowed by a lacuna.
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hypothetical syllogism, establishing from a

consequence
hypothetical syllogism, refuting from a
consequence
hypothetical syllogism, establishing from a
conflict
hypothetical syllogism, refuting from a
conflict

(atXXoytagib; A'tO0etiKO4E?
00cokouOiacEKataKcKE)CaTc6)
E
(UXX7oyag;A0ncoOeTuC6O;
acKoXotOi;aavaaKEUaGttKo6;)
(aiXXoyta[poi6U7Eo0tuKoS;E'K

g6.%il Katwnuaon1KC6;)
(auXXoy1Caji; ilcOc?TIKoK ?1K
WLX%; 0VacTKEWTilK6)

These four descriptionsare importantindicatorsof the ancestryof the syllogisms. They are Peripateticthroughand through,although not early
Peripatetic,since we have &koouOiaand gaiXi ratherthan ouvE'Xta and
toxip_at;.The use of the terms icrataKixtoartuc6;
and avacvKEIJaotIKO;
places the syllogisms in the context of Aristotle'sTopics(as do explicitly
the passages from Alexander'sTopics commentary).Finally, the combination of the pair aiKoXouOia/ga.Xq
with the pair 1catas?uac)aoatt'/avacKeuaa?tKo; provides for exactly the four modusponens type hypothetical
syllogisms.86

Our second questioncan now also be answered:the four modusponens
type hypotheticalsyllogisms are so-called because they contain at least
one hypotheticalproposition(see above, Section 1); and those basic hypotheticalsyllogisms of modusponens type are exactly the four one obtains
from the combinations of catacasl)aartco;
and avaCa1Krc(aCtK0; with
aicokoX0a and ga6Xi. They are those four types which exemplify modus

ponendoponens as meta-logicalinferencerule, if one makes allowances
for the possible permutationsof affirmationsand negations. (Or, in the
context of dialectical argumentation,they exemplify the four possibilities of establishingor refutinga problemor a thesis from a hypothetical
proposition.)
How was the validity of these four types of syllogisms justified?In
Alcinous, we obtain as example for a hypotheticalsyllogism that establishes from a consequence:
If the One is a whole and has a limit, then it has a beginning, a middle, and an
end, and partakesin shape. But the antecedent.Thereforethe consequent.87(Alc.
Didasc. 159.25-8)

86 These would correspondto those four of which Galen, at Inst.log. 14.2, implies
that the ancients, i.e. early Peripatetics,had them.
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The abbreviations of the second premiss and the conclusion to 'the
antecedent'and 'the consequent'show that what is consideredas connected by virtue of a consequenceare now the things indicatedby the
'componentpropositions' of the hypotheticalproposition.The abbreviations also indicate that the argumentwas recognizedas having the logical form ponendo ponens; and we can hence assume that the argument
was consideredas valid because of this form. Thus, the hypotheticalsyllogisms are now, it seems, regarded as valid because of their modus
ponens type forms(even thoughthe examplesstill generallyhave the same
subjectterm in the two componentpropositions88).
Diagram7
a later Peripatetichypotheticalsyllogism(whichestablishes
from a consequence)
UXXoytYj0i; 'UnOOtEtk (e

1st premiss (Xili,ia)89

aICoXOU0ia;
KaTaOK1)caGatlKo;)

If Fa, Ga

hypothetical proposition (inOOetudi

2nd premiss (icpo6oXi%i;) Fa

categorical proposition (icaxTTyopt

npo6aOc;)
conclusion (avpxEpaj.ta)

Therefore, Ga

categorical proposition (iKaryopuc

iRpota0t;)

But why were these forms consideredvalid? Galen remarksthat
arecompletedby
The syllogismsthatcome aboutfromhypotheticalpropositions
transition from one thing to another by means of consequence or conflict.90
(Inst.log. 14.10)

This suggests that the hypotheticalpropositions- which indicate either
a consequenceor conflict, see above - are understoodas licensing the
88 I.e. they have the form 'if Ga, Fa', 'either Ga or Fa', or in Alcinous' example
'if Ga, then Fa and Ha and la', with a conjunction as consequent.
89 For the use of Xi.ta
and ipo6akXpit;for the premisses (instead of Rpo6twn;)
see e.g. Alc. Didasc. 158.24-7, Gal. Inst.log. chs 4, 5, 14.
90 oi yap t 1OOETtK(V tpOTaaw ytyVOIt
icar' get63Paaiv
ooikXoytaio'

a&p' ?1?po0

1npa&yaToq ?-9 ?tepov

E7Lttl

OuV<rat>

8t' a&CoXoUO1ia;
Ti p0XTI....

Galen adds his distinction of complete and incomplete consequence and conflict; for
this see my 'Hypotheticalsyllogistic in Galen: propositionallogic off the rails?' (forthcoming). However, unlike his own theory, the quoted sentence allows only for two
disjuncts, and has Peripatetic terminology, and he hence presumably took it from a
Peripatetic source.
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transitionfrom one thing to another.'Eitherp or q' licenses the transition
from 'p' to 'not q' becauseit states thatwhen 'p' then 'not q', etc.9'Thus
the understandingof the validity of the forms of the four types of hypothetical syllogisms is not:
if we have 'if p, q' and 'p', then we can infer 'q';

ratherit is:
'if p, q' licenses us to infer 'q' from 'p' (when we have 'p').

The hypotheticalpropositionshave taken on - or perhapsratherkept the functionAristotle's agreementcum hypothesishad in his syllogisms
from a hypothesis. (This particularunderstandingof the hypothetical
propositionsor complex propositionshas a modem counterpartin Gilbert
Ryle's inferenceticket view.92)
And althoughin the historicalperiod under considerationthe modus
ponens type argumentswere not yet called 'modus (ponendo)ponens',
etc., we can now also attemptan answerto our question,why they eventually obtainedthese names, ratherthan being called somethinglike 'disjunctive syllogisms' and 'conditionalsyllogisms'. For - in line with the
above understanding
of theirform- they can be (andhave been) described
as follows:
the first posits by positing from a consequence
the second removes by removing from a consequence
the third posits by removing from a conflict
the fourth removes by positing from a conflict93

Given that the first parts of these descriptions(posits by positing, etc.)
suffice to determineunambiguouslywhich of the four argumenttypes is
at issue, it is likely that what happenedis that at some point these parts

9' What about modus tollens, though? I believe that the transitionfrom 'not q' to
'not-p' was thought to be licensed by 'if p, q' indirectly,throughproof by antilogism.
(For two-premiss argumentsa version of antilogism is: 'if an argumentwhich shares
a premiss is valid, then an argumentwith the contradictionof the non-sharedpremisses
as conclusion, and the contradictionof the conclusion as premiss is also valid', cf. e.g.
Galen Inst.log. 6.6, Alex. An.Pr. 29.7-13). This is suggested e.g. by Galen, Inst.log.
8.2, where the second hypothetical syllogism is said to be in need of proof.
I Cf. G. Ryle, The Concept of Mind, 1950, p. 121.
93 Cf. the Greek formulationse.g. in [Amm.] An.Pr. 68.23-41 o '4 &KokoOiax;Tj
0aet t oi irro14E0VUou
iic6jirVOV rtiEi;, etc., a passage where however a Peripatetic
0
or Platonist modification of the Stoic third type of indemonstrableshas been added.
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alone were taken to denote the argumentforms, and that finally they
became their actual names.94
We thus have evidence from the late 2nd centuryAD onwardsof the
group of four modusponens types of arguments,consideredas valid in
virtue of their (modusponens type) forms. At the same time, both in the
names of these arguments,and in the understandingof their component
propositionsand of their validity, the characteristicsof Aristotle'stheory
of syllogisms from a hypothesishave been preserved.
6. Appendix:Comparisonwith modernlogic: a very rudimentarysystem
of naturaldeduction
If one wants to make comparisonswith modem logic, what suggests itself is a very rudimentarysystem of natural deduction, interpretedin
Gentzen/Prawitzfashion.95(However, this system could not be supplemented to become a system of minimal, intuitionist,or classical logic.
Rather- like all systems of ancientlogic - it would presumablyresemble
relevancelogic.) Here is a brief sketch of such a 'system':
In our object language, as it were, we have:
sentence letters:

p, q, r...

two connectives:

'if...,

---',

'either...,

or

Unusually, perhaps,the sentence letters cover equally affirmationsand
negations,as well as universal,particular,and singularstatements;i.e. the
'system' works with quantifiednegative and affirmativestatementsas its
'atomic' elements. Furthermorewe need a sign for rejection, leius say
'*A', for 'A is rejected'.
Tlhereare then four introductionrules in the system, two for 'if' and
two for 'or' (assumptionsin squarebrackets):

I I do not know when exactly 'modus (ponendo) ponens', etc., became the names
of the four argument forms. (Kant AA IX p. 129 "es wird hier entweder nach dem
modo ponente oder dem modo tollente gefolgert";G. Fr. Meier: Auszug aus der Vernunftlehre.in: Kant AA XVI, HandschriftlicherNachlass Vol. 3, p. 745 ?393 "modus
ratiociniorum hypotheticorum ponens" und "modus ratiociniorum hypotheticorum
tollens").
95 See e.g. D. Prawitz, 'Ideas and Results in Proof Theory', in J.E. Fenstad (ed.),
Proceedings of the Second ScandinavianLogic Symposium(1971), sections 11.I and 2.
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if-I

or-I

[*B]

[Al
I

I

B

*A

if A, B

if A, B

[A]

[*A]

[A]

I

I

I

I

*B

B

*B

B

either A or B

[*Al

either B or A

These introductionscan be understoodas providingthe 'meaning'of the
logical constants:'If A, B' means 'there is a deductionof B from A or
there is a deductionof *A from *B'. 'EitherA or B' means 'there is a
deduction of B from *A, and there is a deduction of *B from A'.96
Propositionsof the forms 'If A, B' and 'EitherA or B' are hypothetical
propositions,since they imply (or assert)deducibilityfrom an assumption.
Theirfunctionthus still correspondsto thatof the hypothesesin Aristotle's
syllogisms from a hypothesis.
The argumentforms of the modusponens type argumentswould then
be understoodas the eliminationrules of the system as follows:
if-E

if A, B

A
B

or-E either A or B
B

if B, A

*A

*B
*A

either A or B A
*B

The eliminationsare the syllogisms of the system. They get theirjustification from the 'meaning' of the hypotheticalpropositions.97
That is, the
validity of the modusponens type argumentsis based on the 'meaning'
of their hypotheticalpropositions,which in turn was 'acquired'through
their introduction,which in each case is based on the deducibilityof an
assertionor rejectionfrom an assertionor rejection.
Evidently,this system is not of much use. However, (i), it has to be
conceivedof as a supplementto Aristotelianterm-logic,and (ii), the point
of interestis not its use, but the particularway in which the logical constantsare understood,and how this relatesto the justificationof the validity of the modusponens type arguments.
Queen's College, Oxford

9"

Cf. Galen Inst.log. 3.1, quoted in Section 5 above.
Cf. Galen Inst.log. 14.10, quoted in Section 5 above.

